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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to study the Fourier transforms of

the sample functions x(i) of random processes for which a moment E | x(i) |p

is finite and bounded in t for some p > 0; for example, stationary processes with

E | x(0) |p finite. x(t) will not in general approach 0 at oo and its Fourier transform

will not usually be a function, but can be defined as a tempered distribution in

Schwartz's theory [8].

The main result is that if p > 1 the Fourier transform of x(i) is a "Stieltjes

integral," i.e. it is obtained from a locally integrable function by differentiating

once in the sense of distributions.

Since local properties of the Fourier transform have little to do with local

properties of x(i), it is not surprising that the same thing is true if x(f) is replaced

by a "random distribution," i.e. a process possibly so irregular that values x(i0)

at points i0 are not defined, but with averages " J"x(t)/(t)di" for smooth func-

tions / defined ; we require pth moments of such averages bounded under trans-

lation of /. It is also possible to replace the real line as domain of values for t

by a Euclidean space of arbitrary dimension k ; here a Stieltjes integral is of the

form dkF¡Bty ••• dtk with F locally integrable, and this is the form of the Fourier

transforms, again for p > 1.

The results are stated in detail in §2. The positive assertions for p > 1 are proved

in §§4-6, and the counter-examples for p :g 1 are given in §7. §§1 and 3 deal with

random distributions in general. §8 shows that the results are easily adapted to

the case of processes with nonnegative or discrete parameter or stationary in-

crements.

For stationary Gaussian processes, the results appeared in my Princeton thesis,

written with the helpful advice of G. A. Hunt and Edward Nelson. There the

methods were based on Ito's "spectral measure," requiring both second moments

and strict stationarity of the process or its increments ([4], [5]); here using other

methods, essentially the Hausdorff-Young inequality, almost as much is proved

from much more general hypotheses.

1. Random distributions. A random distribution, as defined by Gel'fand [1], is

a mapping f-*L(J) of a space S> = £$(Rk), i.e. the space of C°° functions with
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compact support on a Euclidean space Rk, into complex-valued random variables

(measurable functions) a» -* L(f) (co) on a probability space (fi, P), which is linear

and continuous in the following sense : L(af+ bg) = aL(f) + bL(g) with prob-

ability one for each/, ge£¿¡ and complex numbers a, b, and if/„-»0inS,

in the usual sense (/„ all vanish outside some compact set, and their partial de-

rivatives of all orders each converge uniformly to 0), then L(/„) -* 0 in probability

(measure).

If 2 is replaced by the larger space Sf of rapidly decreasing Cx functions

with its usual convergence (see [8, Tome II, Chapitre VII, §3, pp. 89-90]), we

shall speak of a random tempered distribution, and in general, if 2¿> is replaced

by any topological linear space F, we will call La random linear mapping

on ST. Thus what has been called a "weak distribution" on a topological linear

space is here a random linear mapping on its dual space.

An ordinary stochastic process t -* x(t) (of) on the real line, if its sample func-

tions are almost all locally integrable, defines a random distribution for k = 1 by

Lx(f)(of)= P f(t)x(t)(co)dt.
J — CO

A random distribution Lis said to be stationary if for any fx,•••,/„eS>(Rk)

and veRk, with gj(x)=fj(x + v), 7 = 1, •••,«, the joint probability law of

L(gx), ■■■,L(gn) is the same as that of L(fx),---,L(f„). Also, Lwill be said to have

finite pth moments, where p > 0, if

£|L(/)|P =  f \L(f)(co)\p dP(co)<^

for allfeQ}. The case of stationary random distributions with Zc = 1, p ïï 2,

was fully treated by Ito ([4], [5]), and his results carry over easily to all Zc > 1,

p ^ 2. He showed that there is a measure p of polynomial growth at oo such

that for all / and g e 3i,

E(L(f)L(g)) = J RgTdp,

where /, g axe the Fourier transforms of/, g. Then from the order of growth of

« at oo he determined a number n such that the "sample distributions"

/->L(/)(co), co fixed, can be taken to be almost all of the form d"Gto(t)ldtn

(or 8k"G(0l8tx ■■■ 8tk for Zc > 1), where Gœ is a locally integrable function.

This paper is devoted to investigating the sample distributions through their

Fourier transforms ; the restriction p ^ 2 will be removed and the assumption

of stationarity weakened to the following:

Definition. A random distribution Lis p-sub-stationary if for any feQi there

is a X>0 such that £ | L(/„) |p g K for all veRk, where f(x) =/(x - »).
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2. Statement of results. Here is a statement of the main results of this paper ;

Lm will denote the Fourier transform of La, and on Rk we let x = (x1; ...,xt),

dx = dxy • ■ ■ dxk, p > 0.

Theorem. Let L=(L,Q,P) be a p-sub-stationary random distribution.

Then there is a mapping co-> Lm ofQ. into the tempered distributions such that

for each fe&>, La(f) = L(f)(co) with probability 1. If p> I, then for each co

there   is   a function   Fm   such   that

dxy ■•• dxk

in the sense of distributions, and

f   |Fra(x)|rdx < oo
Ju

ifOz%r< co and U is a bounded set. If p = 1, the above need not be true even

for r = 1, and as p->0, to give representations

10      3xï'-5x2*

requires in some cases that \q\ = qy + •■• + qk become arbitrarily large.

Note. It will be shown in §9 that, even for p arbitrarily large, the functions

Fa need not be essentially bounded on bounded sets U.

The Fourier transforms of the sample functions of an ordinary stationary

stochastic process x(t)(co) or sequence x(n)(cu) are not usually functions but

more general distributions, no matter how regular x(t) may be; on the other

hand, given the restrictions on the growth of x(t) at oo imposed by laws of large

numbers, it is not surprising that its Fourier transform is not too irregular locally.

The theorem applies directly, if crudely, to processes x(i), t ^ 0, after setting

x(r) = 0, t < 0, and to sequences x(n) through L(f) = Z„x(n)/(n). For processes

with stationary increments it turns out that the Fourier transforms are Stieltjes

integrals except at 0, where they may be one step worse (see §8).

3. Existence theorems for general random distributions. In the general case

given an arbitrary random distribution L, it is desirable to show first of all that,

after a possible alteration of each L(f) (co), f fixed, on a set of P-measure zero,

the functional/->L(/)(co) for fixed co is linear and continuous on 2 (is a dis-

tribution). This is true (Theorem C below), but depends partly on the fact that 2

is a "nuclear" space. It would not be true, for example, for a Gaussian random

linear mapping L on a Hubert space (3tf, || |) with F|L(/)|2 = |/||2 and

£(L(/)) = 0 for all/e JT.
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A random linear mapping which can be altered as described above so as to

become linear and continuous for each co will be called canonical.

R. A. Minios [7] has proved that every random linear mapping on a countably-

normed nuclear space is canonical. (The terminology will be explained below.)

An exposition of Minios' theorem also appears in Gel'fand and Vilenkin [2].

A very short proof of the theorem has been given by Kolmogorov [11].

A topological linear space S is called nuclear if there is a collection 3$ of inner

products B( , ) on S with the following properties:

(a) SB defines the topology of S, i.e. the class of sets

ABtt = {xeS:B(x,x)<s}, E>0,Be38,

is a base for the neighborhoods of zero in S.

(b) For each Be SB there is a Ce SB such that B(x, x) 5S C(x, x) for all x,

and in the Hilbert space which is the completion of S under C, on which B is

defined by continuity, we have B(x, x) = C(Ax, Ax) where A is of trace class

with respect to C. (A may be assumed self-adjoint (for C), replacing it by *J(A*A)

if necessary.)

Since on a Hilbert space an operator is nuclear in the sense of [3] if and only

if it has finite trace, the above definition is equivalent to Grothendieck's by [3,

Chapitre II, Théorème 6, p. 34; Lemme 3, p. 37]. It is known that the spaces

arising in theory of distributions such as S, S', 2, 2', £f, and if" are all nuclear

[3, Chapitre II, Théorème 10, p. 55]; those of interest here are 2 and if. See

also Gel'fand and Vilenkin [2].

A nuclear space is "countably-normed" if the set of inner products in the defi-

nition may be chosen countable, and "complete" if it is the intersection of its

completions for these inner products. Here is Minios' theorem:

Theorem A. Every random linear mapping L on a complete countably-

normed nuclear space S is canonical.

The conclusion actually stated by Minios is that the measure v defined on

sets A in S* (the dual of S) of the form

A = {zeS*:(z(fx),-,z(fm))eB},

where B is a Borel set in complex «i-space and fx,•••,/„eS, by

v(^),= P((L(/i),...,L(/J)6B),

which as given is only finitely additive, actually extends to a countably additive

measure on S*. To prove the conclusion stated above, let M be a countable set

dense in S (such a set exists since an operator of trace class on a Hilbert space

vanishes on the orthogonal complement of a separable subspace, and we can

choose a countable dense set in each of countably many such subspaces). Also
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let N be a countable set dense in the complex numbers. We may assume M is

closed under addition and multiplication by numbers in N.

Also, S has a translation-invariant metric o (cr(f, g) = o(f — g, 0)) defining its

topology.

For j,r = l,2,-.., let Ajr be the set of all coeQ such that for some

fige M, o(f,g)< l/j and | L(f)(co) - L(g)(co) | > 1/r. Then for each fixed r,

the intersection of all A,¡r has P-measure 0 since v has a countably additive

extension to S*. Thus with probability 1, the function f-* L(f)(co) on M

is uniformly continuous and thus has a continuous extension Lm. Then given

/, g e S and complex numbers a, b, let /„, -►/, g,„ -► g, am-*a, bm-+ b, fm, gm e M,

am,bmeN. With probability 1, Lm is linear on M over JV. Then since

amfm + bmgmeM for all m,

Lm(af+ bg) = limLû)(am/m + bmg„)

= lim iamLm(fm) + i>mLm(gm)]

=  aLm(f) + bLa(g).

Thus with probability 1, Lra e S*, so of course we may assume Lm e S* for all co.

It is also clear that the map co -> Lm is unique up to alteration on sets of measure 0.

Theorem A implies directly, since if is countably-normed, nuclear, and com-

plete :

Theorem B.   Any random tempered distribution is canonical.

This is all we shall use later. However, more general cases seem to be worth

mentioning. Let us give the space Jt(i\, P) of equivalence-classes of measurable

functions on a probability space (Ci, P) the topology of the metric p defined by

p(fig) = inf({c:P(|(/-■?)(<») | > 8)<e}).

Convergence for this metric is equivalent to convergence in probability. (Note,

however, that its topology is not locally convex.) Now, if we eliminate the as-

sumptions that S is countably-normed and complete, but assume that L is not

only sequentially continuous but topologically continuous, then L is canonical

since it is continuous with respect to some countable set of norms, which may

be assumed to define a nuclear space, and Lean be extended to the completion

of S for these norms by uniform continuity (^//(Q,P) is complete for p).

On 2¿, sequential continuity suffices:

Theorem C.   Any random distribution is canonical.

This is proved in Gel'fand and Vilenkin [2, p. 413], using the fact that the space

2(B„) of C°° functions vanishing for | x | ^ n is countably-normed and nuclear

and that 3¡ is the inductive limit of these spaces.
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Of course Theorem B is not a corollary of Theorem C since Theorem B yields

Lainif'.

4. Use of moments. If (P., P) is a probability space and p > 0, then

f£v{Çl, P) is the linear space of equivalence-classes of measurable functions / on

Í1 for which

Jj/(co)|pdP(a>)]
1/p

is finite, with the topology of that norm if p ^ 1, or of the invariant metric given

by its pth power if p < 1.

Now, if L is a random linear mapping from a topological linear space S to Jiifà, P)

such that for all fe S, £ | L(f) |p < co, then L defines a linear map of S into

ffp(Q.,P). If/„->/in S, then L(f„)->-L(f) in probability, so by Fatou's lemma

£|L(/)|P ^ hminf £|L(/„)|p.
n~* oo

Thus the set Sm of all fe S such that £ | L(f) |p ;£ m is sequentially closed in S.

Thus by a category argument we have :

Lemma 2. If S is a complete metric linear space and Lis a linear mapping

of S into Jt(£l,P) continuous in probability, whose range is contained in

¿fp(Q,P), then Lis continuous from S to =Sfp(Q,P).

Now let L be a p-sub-stationary random distribution and for he2 let

£p(/j) = (£|L(Zi)|p)1/p, hv(x) = h(x-v), and Ap(h) = supvBp(hv)< oo. For

ge2 let

\g\\2„=   f       £|TA|2dx,

where  q= <,q1,-,qk'>,\q\= qi + - + qk, Dq = 8M¡8xxn-8xklk. Then 2(B2k)

has the complete metric

P(f,g)   =    I    \\f-g\\n¡2n(í+\\f-g\\n).
n = 1

We then have:

Lemma 3.   Ap is continuous on 2(B2k).

Proof. As in Lemma 2 we need only show that the set of fe 2(B2k) such that

Ap(f) S 1 is closed. Suppose /(n) -►/ with Ap(f) > 1 and all A„(fw) ^ 1. Then

for some », Bp(ftt) > 1, but fi")-*fv so Bp(/(„n)) > 1 for some « by Lemma 2,

a contradiction,   q.e.d.

Lemma   4.    TZiere exist K and n such that for fe2(B2k), Ap(f) :£ K |/|„.
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Proof. By Lemma 3, AP(J)<1 if p(0,/) ^ 1/2"-1 for some n, and

p(0,/) è 1/2" + n ||/||„/2 for all /. Thus if |/||„ ^ l/2"n, Apif) g 1. But ||/||„

and Apif) are both positively homogeneous functions off. Thus Apif) ^ 2"n |/|„

for all feS>iB2k),   q.e.d.

Now to prove the first assertion of our main theorem the following suffices:

Lemma 5. Any p-sub-stationary random distribution can be extended to

a icanonical) tempered random distribution which is also p-sub-stationary.

Proof. Let g e 3¡iR) satisfy g(x) = 0, | x | ^ 1, and g(x) = 1 - g(x + 1),

-l^x^O.Letgm(x) = £(x-m),m = 0, ± 1, ±2,-.Then ££,_'.gm(x)s 1,

and for each x there are at most two integers m with gm(x) # 0. We also have

on Rk
CO

2 gmi(Xy)-gmkiXk)   =    1,
mi,".,m*c = — oo

with at most 2k individual products nonzero at a given point ixx,---,xk).

Now let hm(xy, ■■■,xk), m = 1,2, ■■•, be an enumeration without repetitions of

all functions gmi(xt).gmk(xk), with functions whose support is nearer the

origin being enumerated first. By Lemma 4, there are n and K > 0 such if g e 3)

and the diameter of the support of g is at most 2k,

iElUgW'ZKlgl.
Let r = max(2,2 ¡p) and note that if fe £f there is a Q > 0 such that

\\fvhm\\„z%Qlmr, m = 1,2, — , whenever |v| = (u2 + ■•• + v2k)U2 zik.LetMz%N

be two positive integers. Then if p < 1,

¡V p

m=M
S E    I

m =Af
•X/U

while if p ^ 1

/ N PY
[E  L  lfhm
\ m=M I

P\l/P

<

I   iK\\fhm\\ny   ^ iKQY    I m
i=N m=M

IP
I iE\Lifhmy\y
= M

I xll/^II^Ko

m = M

N

m=M

ZZ m~
m=M

Thus in either case,

lim sup   E
M-»a> N>M

<(îfhm)
\m=M I

= o,

and the series
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I  Li/ZlJ
= l

converges in p-norm to a measurable function Lx(f)(of) on Q. For any

weRk we have

£|Li(/w)|p^(27Cß)p

since in the series I^ = 1L(/wliJ, w may be replaced by a vector » from the

nearest integral lattice point to w, with | » | ^ k. Thus Lx is p-sub-stationary.

It is clear that Lx(f) = L(f) with probability 1 for fe 2, that

Lx(af + bg) = aLx(f) + bLx(g) almost surely for any complex a,b and fgeS?,

and that if/¿-»/in if, Lx(ff)-* Lx(f) in p-norm.

Thus Lx is a random tempered distribution, canonical by Theorem B; there

is a mapping cy->Lm of £2 into if' such that for each fe if,

LJf) = Lx(f)(co)

for almost all œ. This completes the proof of Lemma 5, and hence of the second

sentence of the main theorem.

5. Local properties of Fourier transforms, p > I. Since the "sample distri-

butions" of a ^-sub-stationary random distribution can be taken to be tempered

distributions La, they have Fourier transforms Lw also defined as tempered

distributions. We now investigate local properties of the La.

We shall use Cartesian coordinates x = (xx,---,xk) on the Euclidean space in

which Land Lm operate, and t = (tx,---,tk) on the space of the Lw in duality with

x-t = xxtx + ■■• + xktk. Then the Fourier transform / of a function / in

Sf(Rk) is defined by

At) = f
Jr*

e~2nKx't)f(x)dx,

and the Fourier transform T of a tempered distribution T by f(f) = T(f) for

all/e^.
Let L7 = C/y be a cube -Y<tj< Y, j = l,---,Zc, where T> 1. Let ge2(Rk)

satisfy g(t) = 1 for t e U. Let A be the largest positive number such that g vanishes

outside the cube C = C(g) = Un/A. For each co, gLa is the distribution defined by

igLjif) = Lw(gf).

Now by the theorem on Fourier series of distributions [8, Tome II, Chapitre

VII, §1, Théorème 1, p. 81] we have

=  E xn(co)
n J

(gLJ(f) = £ xn(co)     e^-'Mdt
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whenever fe3s vanishes outside C, where n = («,,-• -,nk) runs over all /c-tuples

of integers and

x„= iAßnflSge-^')

= iAßnfLSisX),

where (g)„(x) = g(x + An \2n).

It follows from p-sub-stationarity of L and Lemma 5 that whenever 0 < r ^ p,

there is a constant K > 0 such that

E\xa\* £ iE\x,\*Y» < K

for all n. Now if 1 < r ^ p rg 2 let S be any finite set of A-tuples n = iny,---,nk)

of nonzero integers and for any q > 0 let

Z4,s(«) =  f(2jr ¡Af f      I xn(co)eAin-'¡p(n) IVI '* ,
L Je ies I     J

where p(n) = ntn2 ■•• nk # 0, neS. If 1/r + \¡q = 1, so that g S; 2, then by the

Hausdorff-Young inequality (see Zygmund [9, p. 190]),

Zq¡s(co) ^   I |x„(cu)/p(n)|r.
n eS

Thus

E(Zt^a>))è I   r-^ri-.
«eS |p(«)|r

Now

z |i<»)|-r = ( i i«i|-rV
plnl^O \   ni#0 /

is a convergent series, and since in general [ J" |/|sdp]1/s increases with s if p

has total mass 1,

ZP;S(<u) ^ Z,,s(co)

for all co. Thus E|Zr s(a>)| approaches 0 as the smallest value of p(n) for neS

becomes infinite, so the series

I    xn(co)eAin-'lp(n)
p(«)*o

converges in «S?r(i2 x C), where Qx C has the product measure of P on Q and

Lebesgue measure on C, to a function G(co, t). By Fatou's lemma,

ï \G(co,t)\9dt g liminf    f       I x„(m)eAin''lp(n)
Jc m-»co J    '    n eS™

dt,
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where Sm is an increasing sequence of finite sets whose union is the set P of all «

with p(«) # 0. The lim inf is at most equal to

x„(co)    '*+

so

Thus

lz    a»  'V
\  n eP Pin) }

(£|«M*)* S £

( f \G(co,t)\qdt\ " dP(co) S E

x„(a>)

P(n)

Xn(0>)

p(n)
< oo.

Hence for almost all co,

LG(co,t)\q dt < oo.

Since r may be arbitrarily near 1, q may be arbitrarily large.

Let GJf) = G(co, t). Then almost every Gm has a Fourier series. On the other

hand the series

x„((a)

pin)

converges for almost all co, and

2 xn(œ)e^-'/p(n)
n EÍ

converges in ¿fq(C), and hence in ££2(C), for all such co. Thus for almost all co,

this series is the Fourier series of Gw.

Now let J be any subset of the finite set (1,2, ••■,k), and let Bj be the set of

all « = (nx,---,nk) such that n¡ # 0 if and only if jeJ. It can be proved just as

above that for almost all co the series

I   xn(co)e^-' I J! nj

is the Fourier series of a function GJe) such that Jc|Gj>a)(f)|*ífr is finite for

all positive q. This is also true of the function

and thus we have
\j tJ i

(gljif)' [l xn(oi)e^-'](/)

[£
13*1 HjJ8tx-8tk (f),
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where the sum and partial derivative are taken in the sense of distributions, J runs

over all subsets of (1,2, ■■■,k) including the empty set (a product over the empty

set, when J is all of (1,2,—,fc), is defined to be 1), andfeS) has support in C.

Iff vanishes outside U, gLa may be replaced by Lm since g = 1 on U. Let Hm

= Zj//j,to, defined on C. Of course these functions depend on g, and we now

make this explicit by letting Ha = Hmg.

6. From local to global representation.  To finish the proof for p > 1 we need

only remove the dependence of Hag on g.

Let f be a C00 function on the real line with /(s) = 0 for |s| ^ 1 and

j    fis)ds =  1.

For any distribution T on P*and j = 1,—,fc, let AfT be the distribution on

Pk_1 defined by

(AjT)(g)    =     T(f(tj)g(ty,-,tj_y,tj+y,-,tk)).

Let IjTbe the distribution on Rk, independent of f,-, defined by AfT, i.e.

(IjT)(h) = iAjT)(J"   hity,-,tJdtjY

If T is a function F with | F |9 locally integrable, q > 1, then

•Wl.--.lt)     =    j    Jitj)Fity,-,tk)dtj,

so that | Tj-J^l4 is also locally integrable.

Now for teCig) let

*..i(o- [(n(i-jj))#..,](o.

Then D(k\Fmyg - Z/roiir) = 0 as a distribution on C(#), where Dw = 3*/»t*i -¿5**.

since eiIjH)lôtj = 0 for any ; and H = //rajî. We want to show that Fa>f(f) for

í in a cube UY on which g = 1 is actually independent of g. For this we shall use:

Lemma  6.   //F is an integrable function on a cube U = UY, Y> 1, then the

following three assertions are equivalent:

(a) DwF = 0 on U as a distribution, i.e. if feS> vanishes outside U,

(-1)* Í FDwfdt = 0.

(b) There exist functions Fy,--,Fk integrable on U with F} independent

of Xj,j = 1, —,/c, and F = Fy + ■■■ + Fk on U.
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(c) [[[(l-Z^^Oonrj.

Proof. It is clear that (b) is equivalent to (c). (b) implies (a) since 8F¡\8t¡ = 0

for each j. Now, it is easy to see that the operations I¡ and 8 ¡dt¡ commute for

i # j and that if 8S¡8t¡ = 0 on U for any /, IjS = S. Thus if D(k>T= 0 on U,

(1 - Ix)8k~lTI8t2 ■■■8tk = ô*_1(l - Ii)T¡dt2 -8tk = 0 on C7, and we can replace

each 8 \8t¡ by 1 —1¡ successively and infer (b), q.e.d.

Now let g,he2(Rk) satisfy g(t) = h(t) = l, teUY. Then on UY

DwHm¡g = L„ = D^Ha¡„.

Thus by Lemma 6

F„.t - FaJt =   fnO - h)](Ba,t - Hm>h) = 0

on Uy. Hence a function Fa is uniquely defined by FJf) = Fmg(t) if te Ur and

g = 1 on UY, and D(k)Fm = La (everywhere). This completes the proof of the

part of the theorem concerning p > 1, since | Fa \q is locally integrable for all

positive q.

7. Counter-examples for p ^ 1. These will be given only for k = 1, although

it is easy to construct similar examples in higher dimensions.

For 0 < ß < 1 let pß be the probability measure on the real line with

pß(x : x ^ a) = 1 — a ~",       a ^ 1.

Then let L(ß) be the random distribution defined by

00

E   x„<5(n + r),
n = — oo

where the x„ are independent random variables each with distribution pß, r is

uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1] independently of the x„, and 5 is the

unit mass at 0. Thus

L(ß)(f)(co)=    I    x„(co)/(n + r(co)).
n = — oo

It is clear that each L(ß) is stationary and is p-sub-stationary if and only if

p < ß. Now, almost all the Fourier transforms L(/3)~ given by the first part of

our theorem are equal to the distributions represented by the series

00

E   x„(co) exp(27ri(« + r(co))t),
n = — oo

convergent in the topology of distributions on the line. Thus if L(B)~ is, with

positive probability, locally of the form dFmjdt, with F^ locally integrable, then
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so is exp( — 2nir(co)t)L(ß)2 ■ Then xn(co)¡n, is with positive probability, a bounded

sequence of real numbers for n # 0. But for any K > 0 and ß < 1 the series

2^n = - » uß(x '■x = -K«) is divergent, so that by the zero-one law x„ ¡n is almost

never bounded for «#0.

Similarly, whenever L(j8)~ is locally of the form ¿TFJdf, then Y,ni:0xne2n>mjnm

is locally integrable (being /+ gFa with / and g Cœ), so that x„\nm, n # 0, is

a bounded sequence. Now for ß < 1 we have pßix:x^ Kri") = K~ßn~mß for

K > 0, so that the sum over n # 0 of these numbers converges if and only if

ß > 1 /m. Thus as ß -> 0 we must let m -»• co to obtain a local representation

£M = dmF(a ¡dtm. However, such a representation exists for any p-sub-stationary

random distribution, and an upper bound for m can be determined from the order

of growth of the distributions Lm at co, which in turn can be bounded in terms

of p as in §§4-5.

For p = 1, we shall use independent random variables with different distri-

butions : let x„ = n • log(n) with probability 1 ¡n • log(n), x„ = 0 otherwise, n ^ 1.

Then £(|x„|) = l for all n, so L= £"= x x„<5(x - n) is 1-sub-stationary. Then

since the sum of 1 ¡n • login) diverges, x„ ¡n = log n infinitely often with pro-

bability 1. Since x„ ¡n is almost never bounded, Lm is almost never of the form

dFa¡dt with Fa locally integrable. This completes the proof of the theorem

stated in §2.

Now we show that the x„ must have different distributions to yield a counter-

example as above for p = 1, even if they are not independent :

Theorem. Suppose x„,n = 0, + 1, + 2,•■•, are complex-valued random var-

iables on a probability space (Í2,P), all having the same probability distri-

bution p on the space C of complex numbers with

E(\x\) = J   |z|dp(z)<co.

Then for almost all coeQ,

£     |    Xn(co)      2

n*0    I n

converges.

Proof.   Clearly we may assume that the x„ are all real-valued. We have

00 00 00

lP(|x„|^n)=    IP(|x,|^n)=   I nP(nz%\xy\<n + l)
n = l n = 1 n = l

^     E(\Xy\)<    CO.

Thus if

y„  = x„    for |x„|<n,

= 0     otherwise,
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then almost surely yn = x„ for « large enough. Then for any integer N ^ 1,

WE (yjn)2) =  I   1 f Vdtfx) =g   f °° 4 [ f x2o>(x)~U
\n = l / n = l   n    J-„ Jl     y     U-y

=  f        f 4 d>/j>2]x2dp(x) ^ f     4|x|o>(*).
J-oo L */min(l,|x|) J J—oo

Thus, using also a similar argument for negative n,

e(1 (yjn)2)< oo
Wo /

so   E„ = o(x„/fl)2 is almost surely finite, q.e.d.

Corollary.    Under the hypotheses of the Theorem,

E [x„(co)/n]exp(27ri«A)
n*0

is for almost all fixed co the Fourier series of a periodic function FW(X) of

period 1 with

I
i

2,
\Fa(X)\2dX < oo.

Jo

We then have

E x„(co) exp(27ri«A) = dFa(X)¡dX
n*0

as distributions. A nonzero constant cannot be the  derivative of a periodic

distribution, but we have

E x„(co)exp(27unl) = dG0)(X)/dX

where Ga(X) = Fa(X) + Xx0(co),

In connection with the Corollary, there is a logical point perhaps worth

mentioning. Given (D-,P) and the x„(co) we construct the functions F^ ) on R

which may be regarded as making up one function (co, X) -* Fm(X) on the prod-

uct space Q x R. So, it is assumed that fixing co does not restrict X. Note, how-

ever, that the random variables x„ = exp(—2%inX) on O^A^ 1 with Lebesgue

measure are integrable with the same distribution, while Enîsol/w is not con"

vergent.

A detailed study of random Fourier series with independent coefficients has

been made by Kahane [10], and we mention it here for the sake of the interested

reader although it has only a small overlap with this paper.
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8. Restricted parameter and stationary increments. For k = 1, an ordinary

one-sided stochastic process y(t), t ^ 0, with £|y(t)\p bounded for some p > 0,

can obviously be extended to a p-sub-stationary process by setting y(i) = 0 or

y(t) = y(—0 for t <0. Also a sequence {y„} with E\y„\p < K < co for all n

defines the p-sub-stationary random distribution E„yn<5(x — n). Thus the Theo-

rem can be applied to such processes, quite appropriately to sequences since

the method of proof uses them.

A random distribution L on 2(R) is said to have stationary increments if the

random distribution dLjdt defined by (dL/dt)(f) = L( — dfjdt) is stationary (see

[4]). This coincides with the usual definition for ordinary processes with locally

integrable sample functions. If there is p>0 such that £|L(/)|P< oo for all

fe2, then this is also true of dLjdt, so dLjdt is p-sub-stationary, and the dis-

tributions (dLjdt)«, = dLm ¡dt are tempered. If p > 1, there are locally integrable

functions Fa(x) such that (d£/dr)~(/) = Lm(2nixf(x)) = (dFmldx)(f) for all

feif, so that Lm = (l/27iix) (dF^jax) except near x = 0. Thus Lw is the first

derivative of a locally-summable function except near x = 0, where a second

derivative may be required. Processes with stationary increments on a non neg-

ative parameter range can be treated as before; for a discrete process

{y„, n^O} the random distribution L= S HnyJ>(x - «), where for any dis-

tribution T, ST(x) = T(x + 1) - T(x), is p-sub-stationary if £|ji0|pis finite,

and so £„ = (1/(1 — e2Klt))(dFmjdt) except where t is an integer.

9. Fa need not be locally bounded. Here is an example showing that the functions

Fa given for p > 1 by our main theorem need not be essentially bounded on

bounded sets. Let fc = 1 and let Lq be the random distribution defined by a process

x(f)(co) with

x(t) = x(i)(co) = 1     for i^O,

x(t) = x(i)(co) = 0     for i<0.

Then dx(t)jdt = ô(t), so for the Fourier transform distribution x(X) we have

(2niX)x(X) = l (see Schwartz [8, Tome II, Chapitre VII, §8, Théorème XV,

p. 124]). Thus

x(X) = cô(X) + [1 \2niX~\

for some c (actually 1/2), where \lj2niX~\ is the distribution defined by

[l/27riA](g) = lim f      (g(X)j2niX) dX,      ge2
c 10 J \X\Zf.

(see Schwartz [8, Tome I, Chapitre V, §4, Théorème VII, p. 123]). Thus if

x = dF(X)jdX, F(X) = log(|i|) + h(X) where Zi is a bounded function. Thus F

is not locally essentially bounded (near 0), although of course it is locally in

Lr for all finite r.
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